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Dedication 

with profound love and regards 

the book is dedicated to my wife 

, Smt. Parkash Kaur: a great sour and 

Krishan bector-who translated 

my verses with passion and the readers 

who have developed abstract thinking 

and the students of philosophy 

who are gifted with a penetrating insight to 

delve deep to reveal what is hidden 

under the outward vesture. 

Charan Singh 



. Foreword 

it was the mont� of july, 2012 when mr. charan singh formally 

came in contact with me. at that time he was attending a course 

for' learning urdu reading and writing' for which i happened to 

be the instructor at 'naad foundation' . i came to know that mr. 

virdi is a renowned punjabi poet who has so far written 35 books 

· and is the recepient of many prestigious literary awards.i

casually asked if he could give me a verse to be translated into

english. he gave me his verse entitled 'mami'(wife of maternal

uncle ). he liked my translation . then i translated another verse

, 'fragrance ' which i read when his three books namely rishman

te darpan, treikaal te trveini and anubhav te parchhavein were

released. i offered to translate a couple of other verses of his.

this is how i undertook to translate his ver.ses. i took up this

literary assignment with a mixed feeling of joy, affection, of

course septicism . the question that haunted me most was:

how could, any one translate the verses which are the

outpourings of intensely inspired mind, the utterances of .

mystical experiences and the emotional surge of a tranquil

soul. After translating some of them my hesitation started

melting, yielding place to awe and admiration for charan Singh's

wonderous work of art. I marvel at the spontaneity of his

composition and the novelty of his approach on the topics , which

look very trivial,but have been vested with profound meaning.

these blank verses , start with very common topics , such as

'threshold', 'road','inkpot','primer'. etc; but their rendition goes

fa•r beyond the surface meanings. invariably virdi's. verses are

amazingly rich in moral and didactic lines. just read these lines •

from 'the human being and lif!:!'



he shou_ld sow flowers in life,make it joyous 

and evolve wholesome approaches 

so that man and life 

both should prosper 

before death 

and also after it. 

to make the message emphatic,in some of the verses opening 

lines mark the endings also. you'll find this feature when you 

read them. it is my personal experience that translation of these 

verses has initiated interal transformation , a cleansing· process 

in me. this is becoming a part of my being. 

i may comment here based on the verses that many of us have 

shifted our focus from a quest for the external to a voyage into 

the internal. for many,human journey has become an inner 

journey.we have realized that the gateway to lasting success 

does not swing outward, it opens inward. the greatest treasures 

are the treasures that lie with.in. This sums up the focus of the 

verses. 

the verses reflect a very high literary attainment of the author. 

they give the evidence of poet's spontaneous overflow of 

powerful feelings of course with an under current of mysticism. 

it appears as though divinity spills over the brims of the 

lines,however short. in my view mr.charan singh is an 

outstanding metaphysical  punjabi poet of the present 

generation. 



the book ,'beyond the horizon' can be classed among the mystic 

literature , and is meant for those readers who have developed 

abstract thinking and have gone beyond the apparent form of 

an object. the book follows the class of classical literature such 

as 'geetanjali by rabindernath tagore and wait whitman's 'leaves 

of grass'. 

an index has been provided so that the unfamiliar terms used in 

the verses can be comfortably" understood. 

now i leave it to the esteemed readers to assess the truth of my 

impressions. 

Thank you, 

krishan bect�r ( translator ) 

m.a.english

post graduate' diploma 

in the teaching of English 

central institute of english and foreign languages 

hyderabad india 

certified : ubc canada 
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Cotents 

1. The Sentinel

2. The Friendship

3.TheDoor

4:rhe Fragrance 

5.TheEyes

6. The Arrival

7.TheBook

8.TheWater

9.TheGrave

10. TheShma (earthen lamp) 

11. The Feet 

12. TheSchool

13. The Hands

• 14.A Dropofdew

1S. The Little peg

16. Marni (wife of maternal uocle)

17.AFlute

18. A reed pen 

19. Lotus

20.A boat

21. Dandasa (bark ofwalnut tree) 

22. Basta (satchel} 

23. Takhti (a wooden board used for
teaching writing to the elementary
classes in india)

24. Sardal (threshold) 

25.lnk-pot

26. Qaida (primer)

27.Road

28. Wish

29.1 within me 

30.Wood

31. The Feeling

32. Internal truth

33. Human jungle 

34. The human being and life

35. An image visible in the body

36. Thejlingle growth on the face

37. Attachmentto the soil

38.The battle

39. Addressing �o self (soliloquy)

40. From i to you 

41.Thedead

42. The noise

43. Ocean of faces

44. To be not to be

45. The trees and meditation

46. Triangular sun

47.Yeaming

48. Relation and acuaintances

49. Birth ofa mile stone 

50. The area of circles

51. lntemal tree

• 52. Brain

53. To oneself

54. lllision

55. My poetry and my mind



ajna chakra 

Baba Nanak 

basta 

bohad 

dandasa 

deepak raga 

deeya 

ghungroo 

Gobind 

kalyug 

kaadar 

mahiwal 

malhar 

mami 

murti 

Index 

: one of the seven chakras, situated at the 
centre of the brow between the two eyebrows 

: the first guru, the founder of Sikhism 

: satchel, books and note bqoks tied in a cloth, 
clot piece used for this purpose 

: banyan tree ,it is a very shady tree usually seen 
in the rural areas in india 

: bark of walnut tree used to clean teeth and to 
color tongue, lips and gums 

: a song which is known to light up deepaks 

(earthen lamps) 

: an earthen lamp with wick and oil used as light 
also used at ceremonial occasions 

. : small tinkling bells tied to the ankles to create 
rhytms while dancing 

: tenth and the last guru who introduced !!ks and 
made sikhs a martial race 

: dark age maked by the predominance of 
materialism, it followed dwapar yug 

: creator,the Almighty God 

: a love story of sohni mahiwal. mahiwal loves 
his sweet heart sonhi 

: name of a classical musical measure traditionally 
sung in the rainy seasc)n 

: wife of maternal uncle 

: deity that represents divinity ,worshipped in the 
temples 



peepal 

sahiban 

Saraswati 

soyamber 

shastras 

takhti 

tabla 

vedas 

: a sacred big tree which gives a very cool shade 

: a love story :mirza sahiban, sahiban loved her 
lover mirza 

: the goddess 'of art,music and learning just as 
muse urania's blessings are sought by the poets 
ofthe west 

: an ancient system when a bride used to choose 
her husband based on some competitive 
conditions 

: ancient scriptures 

: a wooden tablet used for writing practice in th� 
elementary classes 

� a pair of one-sided drums used for rhythms in 
·indian music and dance

: antjent scriptures



Invocation to Goddess Saraswati 

i invoke thee O'divine mother.! 

thou embody the concept of lec!rning. 

dressed in spotless white 

you symbolize 

purity in thoughts. 

wielder of a sacred book 

reve�ling universal ,divine, 

and eternal knowledge 

which is sublime . 

holding a garland of crystals to display 

divine import of the power of meditation. 

holding vina, a musical instrument to 

fill our life with melody. 

o, divine deity ! i implore thee to bestow 

the readers the insight to 

delve deep to see what is beyond 

the illusive outward veil and 

realize what is beyond the horizon. 

- Charan singh



The Sentinel 

i am the sentinel 

of the village buried underneath 

the foundations of the city, 

never could i sleep at night 

for i have been on l:he vigil, 

nor could i sl�ep during the day 

i've been sleepless all my life,i say. 

*** 

i slept while the village was awake, 

took care of the herds of their cattle 

for custody sake. 

*** 

i don't know how 

the city intruded into the village, 

and like the shadow of 

peepal and bohar trees, 

15 



sprouted from rural tomb 

spread all over. 

*** 

devoured the fine features of 

the village , 

the tongues of trees,birds , animals nibbled 

and its pristine nature shattered 

and the stream 

meandering through the village ·dried, 

the water of village wells and 

narrow wells turned into stone. 

*** 

cadences of conch -shells and 

the divine melodies emanating from 

the.shrines at dawn, strangled, 

gulped down the gatherings 

held under the shady peepa/ tree, 

the rural hustle outraged 

1.6 



and else poked flames 

into the panorama of green foliage 

and 

on the rustic lush green breast 

stony jungles grown: 

the source of my sustenance, 

th.e city has swallowed. 

while vigilant yet unaware i was, 

how the town 

merged irito the village. 

*** 

in the pitch dark,the sentinar 

stumbled on a bone and 

down he fell, 

the bone :spoke:' for the existence of the 

villag� which you guard, recover frorn inside, 

to realize the truth and know , 

the city has broken into the village 

17 



from out side or 

the clue of the breach came 

from within :1

• 

***· 

the guard peeped within 

and never returned, 

vanquished by his own found truth 

he breathed his last breath 

still at midnight his voice 

echoes: 

"our robber is within, 

no where .else, 

the need is to see within, 

the need is to see within." 

-Q-,
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The Friendship 

there is a bar between you and me, 

strangers we are, unknown to each other 

and can't recognize each other 

or identify. 

*** 

your physical body 

surrounds your soul, 

my corporal frame do.the my soul. 

soul resides in both the base bodies, 

friendship and love go hand in hand, 

it i� its structure , its start and how it expands; 

is the seedling of amity, 
J. 

its root and expansion, 

a �ransformation from _spirit to friendship 

before and , after we cease to be. 

*** 

19 



if you realize the self 

that dwells witbin your physical frame, 

isolate yourself from your physic�! entity, 

you can discover the truth, 

then i can delve into the trut� of your being 

and you can mingle into the truth of my being 

and in the radiance of self , you can know 

your own glow, 

without retognizing each other's face, 

being stranger and kown barely 

to each other , 

i can still plant the seeds of love and 

be friendly. 

*** 

frangrance of the glow of self will proceed 

from your person to mine 

and the bond of warmth of love 

and affection will respond. 

the wall between Y'?U and me 

20 



would collapse,. 

my rays will be reflected 

in your sun, 

in the moon of my being would 

in your mqonli�ht blend , 

rising from your person to mine 

it would descend. 

your radiant warmth would be mine own 

no doubt, 

unknown are we to each other, 

yo�'re distant , earth, 

i'm afar, the sky. 

**"' 

on our roofs two shadows meet, 

intermingl� , close up and shrink, 

melt and dl!iSQlve in each other 

and forget what they really were 

lost in eac;h other 

they become one anc:I not more 

21 



these shadows are the core, 

the truth 

free from the captivity of 

human vesture and life,ab�tract. 

they don't feel the need 

to iclentify their physical form 

if they are there, 

the body is alive 

otherwise 

it is just 

a pinch of dust. 

in fact these are 

the attributes of body, 

earthly life is the life 

that springs from earth, 

it is its brightness , an effulgence . 

in the body , 

there are points, 

there are images in those images 

22 



which are inside and outside the body, 

these are the sparks divine 

which glow before birth 

and after death 

continue to shine. 

-0-
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The Door 

i am the door, an entrance to the house, 

curse or a blessing for the house, 

friend or foe enters through me, 

all and sundry i greet. 
.� 

i 've effaced my entity 

and the reality of my being, 

dropped down to threshold 

as my feet. 

*** 

i am poised to the will 

of my friend or foe, 

if an ally or eneryiy opens 

in that case, for those 

i open and close 

saint and sinner are equal to me, 

i offer a refuge to kins, an_ alien he may be, 

24 



i am the existence of the house, 

its face. 

*** 

in my being i have lodged 

the existence and 

the shelter it provides, 

lost in myself i've built a house 

in my blood, 

drawn the' plan, structure, 

in my being are integrated, 

the walls and the yard of the house, 

i am invisible as a door 

though appears like a house 

yet no more. 

the house is built in my being, 

the house wherein i dwell. 

*** 

it is not inside it's outside the house 

still the shape of the house it embodies, 

25 



door is the n:iain gate of the house 

i am its structure, 

skirted around the house 

as a soul of the house i permeated, 

kindled its warmth in my mind 

stay in the house ,felt in my eyes, 

the existence and spirit of the door 

lessened from the house, 

i am the house not its door 

eched out on my body. 

*** 

now house is reflected in me 

its reality is sojourn and shelter 

neutral to saint, criminal or 

comrade, 

i am above good or evil, 

have become the structure, face 

and _its yard 

-0-
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The Fragra nee 

aroma inherent in fragrance, 

you're my body 'n soul, 

you pervade the earth and 

settle in the sky, 

you reside in the shrine of my mind, 

your blissful smile in the stone_ idols 

and grace of the atmosphere 

and surroundings, 

you're the aroma of incense 

in the temples, mosques, churches and 

gurdwaras, 

you're the essence of education and 

scientific knowledge, 

where you conie from, 

where were you born? 

*** 

27 



how i wish 

i could walk off with you 

and never return 

become a part of your being , 

mingle with you ! 

take me in and out 

i merge mysef in your person 

and forget myself. 

*** 

in the body you don't remain captive, 

dissolved in the spring seasons, 

blossoms and flowers and the wind, 

without body you live, 

and without life 

fragrance ! i wish to imbibe your nature 

and. nurture your spirit 

the serenity,chastity and beauty that 

you spread on the earth, in the space, 

give a glimpse of the truth of 

28 



your substance! 

you give a feel yet invisible, 

inherent in me ,yet unseen, 

appear in flowers, 

not bound by material form 

free from life ,live in the feelings, 

you're the expression of stillness 

assumption of si'lence, 

its your norm. 

*** 

i 'm keen to know 

about your shape, 

your color, your form, 

fragrance ,i am the fruit of 

the reward of nature 

· and the seed of human karma,

i am the objec�ive form of wind

and the stir of bhanwara,

vibration of musical note,

29 



sound of smile, 

fragrance is my realism, 

my basis and norm, 

chastity,sanctity,truth and charm· 

are the features of my form. 

-0-
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Th.e Eyes 

i may be the eyes� may be eye sight, 

origin of vision or its outcome, 

its continuation or 

its expression and 

narration of feelings. 

*** 

eye are the embryo of love, 

source of affection, 

eyes are the trees 

that are covered with 

leaves ,fruits and flowers , 

eyes which are the shadows of oceans, 

they 're the glimpses of rivers, 

limbs 'n features of streams; 

i drown into them , never to return. 

*** 

eyes in which the nature is reflected 

31



springs and cascades leap out, 

eyes which have imprinted the 

cities in them, 

shed torrents of tears 

in the rainy season , profusely rained. 

*** 

eyes in which dwells Go�, 

eyes in which the sky wakes up, 

t�e earth goes to sleep 

eyes around which the-universe revolves. 

if i could become those eyes, 

touch the heart and swell in the sight, 

melt in myself, 

turn into tears of joy and 

drop. 

*** 

eyes which are the invocation to God, 

the lamps of prayer and worship 

reflected in them, 

32 



are the sentiments of people 

who laugh while rejoicing and 

smoulder in sadnf;!SS, 

arise in an individu�l's mind like the sun, 

blossom in the eyes and 

rise from heart. 

*** 

bring out excessive dejection 

of the heart of a person,

the origin they state 

and what is in our fate, 

Mahiwa/ rips his thigh for Sohni

to express 

through his eyes 

the intensity of his love 

then sohni sacrifices her love, 

love of sibling of the same mother 

blinds the eyes. 

-0-
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The Arrival 

God has graced our house today. 

we 've the gracious presence of living God. 

so far God is 

·one and half months old,

his body appears to be

giving out fragrance.

the house is flooded with moonlight,

drenched in moonshine and-inundated,

when God is blessful the nature smiles.

the fall sets in when God is annoyed.

*** 

from the very breath of Almighty 

and from the murti, 

the whole wood land of sandal 

becomes fragrant, 

the whole universe is revealed 

in the eyes of the Creator, 
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radiant is His appearance, 

God Himself has appeared 

in our house, 

has signs of sky in it. 

there is a delicate smell in the 

soil and graceful pace in the winds, 

taste of water and glint of fire. 

*** 

tender is this divinity's age, 

close to its roots and the tree, 

inside is the sparkle of truth 

and around is 

the blush of beauty, 

in the brain is the glow, 

in the throat dwells

the vibrations of melodies, 

in the body resides Goddess Saraswati, 

so close is he to its Creator,that 

it is the image of the Creator Himself. 

35 



it's shrine,worship ,prayer 

devotion 

notes of verses, 

sound of tinkling bells and conch-shells 

source of.aroma , 

�nd the summit of universe. 

*** 

its lighter than flowers 

more delicate than the buds, in

it nature abides, 

it embodies the presence of God, 

it personifies the purity of moon, 

sun and space. 

it manifests the· fragrance of universe. 

*** 

God has blessed our house today, 
. .

we 've the gracious presence of living God. 

so far God is 

one and half months- old. 

36 



his body appears to be 

giving out.fragrance. 

the house is flooded with moonlight, 

drenched in moonshine and inundated, 

when God is bles�ful the nature smiles, 

when God frowns the fall sets in. 

-0-
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The Book 

when i got to the last page 

from the first page of the book, 

i get enlightenment, 

whole of my being with radiance filled, 

darkness of life did it dispel, 

it drove me further on, 

i turned· to inward light 

fragrance , colorful hues 

so 

happiness descended in my life, 

i realized the purpose of life, 

scorching paths rendered cool. 

*** 

the light of knowledge 

of the book 

spreads the gleams of 

peace , traquility and the sparkle 

in my life and sqeezed out 

38 



lethargy,indolence and stupor 

from my life and 

focused my life to my 

paths leading to my destination. 

every word ,every line of the 

book is glowing within me, 

life appears to be true and real, 

whenever i followed the beam of light, 

it joined me to humanity 

and i've found 

the purpose of my existence, 

the flowers of humility ,liberation 

renunciation and 

self contentment 

have blossomed in my body, 

a tree has become a part of the jungle 

and the jungle is mingled into nat�re 

as the book has kindled a lamp iR me 

and filled my whole body and mind 

39 



with radiance 

*** 

now i don't stand with my intestines 

rather walk 

lest they should lose sight of their track, 

wander astray ,wear awa'l or stuck, 

· i have gained from the book,

how to awaken a'wareness-,

to be wise for the future.

this book has nurtured a cavakade of suns

in the vision and creation.

*** 

the book is not merely paper,word-meanings, 

inherent in it is the becon-light 

for art of living, 

this is the spring of knowledge, 

cascade of wisdom whose light 

is the melody of soul. 

-0-
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The Water 

water,you have no form, no color, 

you assume the form according to the 

container you are poured into, 

you conform to others' point of view, 

you take the form of ocean when in ocean; 

take the form of river in the river, 

cloud in the cloud and 

the form of a drop in the drop. 

*** 

w�ere did you learn this 

superb art of living? 

you're nature in nature, 

jungle in jungle,when you are 

in the mountains you have 

the appearance of mountain -spring 

and water falls, 

vision in the eyes 

vision beyond the invisible 

*** 

41 



indeed you're at the source of 

food crops on earth, 

shape of clouds in the firmament. 

you've no color, no religion, no creed 

nature is your creed ,your faith, 

to grow up greenery in nature 

is your feature. 

*** 

your range is from humanity to human 

and from human to humanity, 

you dwell in the sky and on earth, 

dirt of the land you wash away, 

wash the face of the sky, 

sustain life, 

you're the breath of life. 

*** 

you're the sap 

of humility,beauty and purity, 

abundance of modesty,sympathy. 

where did you get the seeds of service? 

42 



how they are implanted in your being? 

*** 

though water i evaporate 

a voyage from earth to sky i make, 

i 'm the lap of land i breathe, 

permeate in every particle. 

i am at the base of evolution ,development 

and the formation of earth, 

the art of living on the earth, i learn, 

and float in the space. 

*** 

understanding of knowledge, consciouness 

is the school of sky� gift, 

step out in the sky, 

_and stride in the. space, 

shed light of the moon,sun and stars 

on the land below, 

lamps in the brain i kindle 

to lead a righteous life. 

*** 
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from steam to cloud i change to a_new life, 

rain on the scorching hot soil, 

a gesture of benevolence of the firmament, 
·,

a form of origin of the world,

in my mortal frame are

the seeds of

courtesy, compassion and blessedness,

earth and the sky, has sown in me,

the art of living, the flight from land

to the heavens has taught me.

*** 

if the earth is the bestower of life 

then space is the universal school, 

treasure trove of knowledge,light, 

springing from the soil i derive 

knowledge from heavens , 

tranfroming into vapour again 

from the clouds to the earth 

i drop as rain 

-0-
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The Grave 

eyes are watching from the grave. 

longing for life are the eyes; 

they ask the passerby, 

"recognize us,don't you? 

do you know us ? 

we were born in .your backyard 

and .grew. 

*** 

the passerby says, 

"i never look back . 

mounted on the winds, 

descended from the sky, 

i always pr9ceed towards 

the time to come." 

*** 
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eyes reply, 

"as far,as 

you are advancing towards future, 

you're coming closer to me, 

never fail to remember : 

let death infiltrate into your life 

· and infuse life into your death."

-0-
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The Shama ( earthen· lamp'} 

shama that is flickering 

doesn't burn to portent moth's death . 

shama appears to be life for him 

to dispel its owm interal dim, 

aspires to internalize 

the inner living glow of shama and 

longs to shed light in life, 

wishes to pass life sharing its glow. 

*** 

instead of absorbing shama in him 

it merges into shama instead, 

is itself charred and perishes. 

lending light to shama he burns itself 

and implicates sf!ama of his death. 

shama that is flickering 

doesn't burn to portent moth's death 

*** 
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being under guilt ,shama burns drip by drip, 

aflame whole night 

to condole moth's death and still 

melting in flame ,trears trickle. 

when life dawns , its flame is spent, 

releases itself of the sin of moth's kill. 

remorseful at being no more 

at the start of life 

it silently stands the grief 

by shedding tears 

and unfortunately pays off 

the debt of burning through out the night. 
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The Feet 

feet are not simply feet, 

voyage of the world they undertake. 

in voyage 

there is knowledge and science 

philosophy and literature. 

*** 

Baba Nanak travelled, 

during travels he spread 

the solar light of wisdom, 

showed humanity 

the vision of truth, 

prayed for the existence of humanity,

among human beings,

thought about the reality of the ·world

an� contemplated,

turned around, Nanak on his feet,

the truth of the universe
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he gathered, 

at �is feet he gazed, 

he realized and down on earth he brought 

the purpose of his travels. 

*** 

· from the truth of the feet

·evident became

his own truth,

so much clid his feet humbled him

that he merged into them,

rose as radiance

and soared in the -sky above.
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The Sch·ool 

it is not an edific� of bricks and stons, 

in its foundation 

there is knowledge ,science and 

tr�asure of light. 

school is the foundation of life 

a display of learning. 

*** 

knowledge of the world 

is seen assimilated iri the blood of school. 

it is the soul of 

our scriptures like vedas1shastras1 

an abode of tiny lights, 

a gateway to the sun of the suns 
,. . 

which embodies th� domain:of truism, 

a home-of sunshine and heaveryly radiance. 

*** 
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it is a pilgrimage to divine effulgence, 

it leads to the opening of the third eye, 

it is the beam of the sun,the moon 

and the stars in profusion. 

it opens up 

the secrets of life and the creator; 

it teaches us how to be truthful, 

brings suns's seedlings on earth. 

it is called 

the alma mater of truthfulness. 

*** 

it is not an edifice of bricks and stons, 

in its foundation 

t�ere is knowledge ,science and 

treasure of light, 

school is the foundation of life 

a display· of learning. 
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The Hands 

hands are not simply for earning, 

. hands hold a person's past 

present and future. 

open the door of hands and enter inside; 

in the lines of palm is reflected one's face, 

fate of the brow. 

*** 

hands are the fountain of knowledge. 

in the hands are folded the man and his fate, 

the destiny of life and death. 

t�e shade of hands is deeper, 

denser and higher than 

the shadow of the sky. 

in the shelter of hands lies 

the protection of ages, compassion of earth. 

under the protective hands 
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one comes out safe even 

from the jaws of death. 

*** 

·hands bestow blessings and satiety

hands are the hermitage of God's prayer

affection seeps from the hands

when we shake.

fountain of friendship they create

when they stroke the head to console

the torrents of tears from eyes roll.

hands are eyes and tongue:

a person's index,

a door of man's frame

his courtyard, all the same.

*** 

the fingers 

when the musical instrument they touch 

divine melodies flow. 
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hands reflect one's glow 

when a person claps and·laughs 

then God Himself appears inherent 

in the lung�. 

*** 

life force of a person is the hands , 

a man's body's land 

and· are 

the awareness ,moons, 

suns and stars incarnate. 
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A DropofDew 

in a dew drop there are heavens 

moon,slin and stars, 

essence of colors and 

a fortune of fragrance, 

freshness of morning ,fondness of flowers 

and sple�dour of flower buds,. 

smooth feel of seasons and 

appearance of the spring. 

whole world has descened into a drop, 

God and godliness are inherent in its radiance; 

its interior is apparent in its divine glow, 

its destiny is tragic, 

its life term is transitory 

devoid of life. 

the first ray of the sun 

spells its doom, 
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life as vapor would evaporate. 

who knows in the womb of which 

cloud it would merge 

on a green leaf it would land 

or 

appear on the brow of desert sand ! 

*** 

dew drops in which dwells 

the whole world, 

momentary life it has, 

born in the darkness of night, 

dawn of the day spells it end. 

*** 

the drop ,in such a short span 

has shown me the whole cosmos, 

sorrow of the end before origin 

appeared as a dew drop 

in the form of a tear 

in my eyes. 
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in its transience of nominal life 

has lived 

the life of a universe. 

the dew drop born in one breath, 

bade farewell in the other 

*** 

demise of the drop has 

inflicted· an unwieldy anguish 

and dug in my being 

a living grave, 

a monetary life has rendered 

us indebted for ages. 
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mami ( wife of maternal uncle ) 

a sketch 

she wasn't my mami, 

she was my mother, 

for me,her place was higher than God 

who raised me as her own sons, 

shielded me like friends. 

*** 

waiting for me she crept to the grave, 

at mid night from the grave 

at times she talks to me, 

"dear Ghulya! i'II cuddle you to sleep with me 

and hold .you to my heart, 

feed you on my breast and sing a lullaby, 

showing your feet the way to school, 

i'II return to my grave:' 

*** 
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"mami" !"whenever i remember you 

the lap of mothe� 

assumes cosmic form in the universe, 

sky bows down 

earth becomes still 

till the end of horizon,wherever my vision goes:' 

my mami seems like blowing breeze 

softly kisses my brow 

blesses me by stroking my head with her hands. 

*** 

mami used to say,"Ghulya,darling son 

when you grow young 

and start earning and get on your own, 

if you happen to go afar to your job, 

do tell me my dear son 

if you would come to see your motherly mami. 

i will be waiting for you never will i close the door 

even if you come no more, 
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remembering you'll keep on laughing 

and never weep 

lest due to my weeping 

tears may tricke down your eyes, 

your tears ! deary,I can't afford to see. 

i can die for you,but I can't live without you." 

*** 

sh� wasn't my mami, 

she was my mother, 

for me,her place was higher than God 

who raised me as her own sons, 

shielded me like friends. 
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A Flute 

a flute is not a bamboo segment. 

the entity of a flute 

embodies Saraswati, 

a repository of many songs ,tunes and melodies, 

a tinkle of the ankl�ts of winds, 

a glimpse of spring season at dance. 

*** 

in a flute breathes wind, 

the wind that blows from the flute 

it's wind , it's a harmony of 

musical note. 

the ·wind that escapes 

is replete with divine verses, 

meanings ,words and language, 

sweetness,color and hilarity, 

human body's fragrance. 

the soul assumes serenity 
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when the musical tunes of 

a flute surges in our being 

it opens up radiant divine eye. 

*** 

a flute is a lab, 

of p,elting winds into 

meaningful words,alphabets 

and literature and transforming 

musical refrains, 

causes cadences ,vibrate 

for producing sonorous notes from sound, 

stirring peacock's paws to dance, 

rousing hilarity in the consciousness 

and washing the soul in the solar brightness 

and to make one forgetful of oneself 

and to realize himself. 

*** 

melting the stones, 

singing malhar, 
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hovering of clouds, 

stirring feet of spring, 

cracking the land, 

dancing Saraswati e�erging from earth; 

dancing herself and pushing 

nature to dance, 

bestowing golden hue to the heavens 

and to be called the silvery earth. 

*** 

tunes of the flute are reminiscent of 

awakening animals , birds and trees, 

the flocks of flying birds 

descend on the land, 

the glint of songs and melodies 

overcast the sky , 

nature forgets to breathe, 

starry sky skips it rotation, 

the time seems to suspend its movement 

when tunes from the flute spring forth 
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fragrance floats in the air, 

like butterflies it descends on the flowers 

and buds just as 

the pearls of dew dampen the nature. 

*** 

anklets,ghungru;inusical metre 

rhythm and dance 

and the resonance 

of the tunes of the flute 

echoes in the space 

which can be likened to 

the grandeur Rama and Sita's soyamber. 

*** 

it appears as if a float of the sun 

and the stars has descended 

on the earth 

and the air filtering through 

the leaves is singing divine melodies. 

tunes of the flute melt into 
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musical notes and in some corner 

of the earth celestial radiance glows, 

melody and tunes reverberate 

in the heavens, 

the nature listens with rapt attention 

and the musical flourishes from the flute 

resound in the universe : thou art all pervasive, 

shed brilliance 

and dispel darkness. 

*** 

a flute is not a bamboo segm�nt. 

�he ent!tv of a flute 

embodies Saraswati,

a repository of many songs ,tunes and melodies 

a tinkle of the anklets of winds, 

a glimpse of spring season at dance. 
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A Reed Pen 

i am _a reed pen; 

i am crazy about knowledge. 

i write and change the fate of man, 

stones start moving and speaking 

when i enter them and 

learn ·to slide from and 

ascend the mountains, 

wh�n i penetrate into the blood 

he climbs the scaffold, 

uproots the power 

and overtuns the throne. 

*** 

i am the creator of Vedas and Shastras, 

treasure of knowiedge 

and image of the essence of education. 

I abide in the starry skies ,on earth 

and the nether world 
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and the image of nature 

and the abode of the creator. 

*** 

my glow 

in whosoever's blood it penetrates, 

he defies death, squats on the hot 

iron plate and or be boiled 

in the cauldron, or gets the head 

cut, gets the skull sawed 

with swaw and bricked in the foundations. 

*** 

beheaded in Delhi, 

martyred at Chamkaur , 

sacrifices every thing 

arid breaks the shackles of 

slavery off his feet. 

my form is not expensive 

but my thoughts are 
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valuable. 

i am not simply a reed , 

rather i am the gist of 

the creator's mystery. 

I am the doorway between 

man and truth 

when i open. 

i profusely enlighten him 

and hordes of suns intjl in his brain. 

the enlightened man 

· becomes the embodiment of light,

mingles in his truth

and hates all that is frivolous.

*** 

i am a saint as well as a soldier; 

i am fearless and inimical to none, 

a king and a pauper's 

'begging bowl and an aim, 

and the ascetic and 
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his austerity, 

family men and his 

involvement in domestic life 

and the mother of sun 

and the knowledge of a scholar. 

*** 

i am the benevolence 

of the highest order 

and the most sanctified pilgrima�e. 

he who is drenched in my light 

realizes the truth wlthin 

and o_n finding the truth 

emancipates himself from 

the cycle of births and deaths. 

*** 

i am that treasure 

of the knowledge of man 

which can be taken away by none

and remains in store 
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with him from birth. till he is no more, 

can't be lost nor forgotten. 

*** 

i am the flame of man's forehead 

that lights in the universe 

and the body ,nay the soul 

of the universe 

and Kaadar's aura 

and the very life of nature. 

i am the wind,fire and 

radiance. 

i am not simply the reed pen 

i am eternal. 
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Lotus 

the mire has grown lotus. 

neither the poet 

nor has lotus judged the value of mire. 

every poet has picked up lotus for his verse 

ignoring the value of mire from view._ 

*** 

the prettiness of lotus 

has sprung from the ugliness of mire. 

if lotus had sprung from the bed of roses 

of any kind, 

then its loveliness mingled among beautiful roses 

had been lost to the poet's mind. 

*** 

lotus grows out of mire; 

mire carves its shape and color, 

renders it blessful but itself melts 
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in its own curse. 

a deeya ,lit in the sunshine 

doesn't seem lit, 

in the darkness it 

looks like sun not deeya. 

*** 

the presence of mire 

enhances the beauty of lotus many fold, 

transforms the lamp of lotus into sun. 

the beauty of lotus is the presence of mire; 

the mire is the embryo of lotus's charm entire, 

its playfulness and grace, 

a lap of its truth and beauty. 

it augments its playfulness and manner. 

*** 

if the mire is there, 

there is the existence of lotus, 

its shape and form. 

in the absence of mire it is a paper flower 
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devoid of fragrance, charm and color. 

its worth will be worth nothing. 

*** 

a rare poet makes mire 

the subject of his poem, 

. traces the root of the flower in the marsh, 

shows the beauty, the form that is harsh, 

gets the glimpse of amazing looks out of 

ugliness. 

repulsiveness is the wo�b of sweetness. 
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A Boat 

i remain in the ocean, 

live by lust,anger,attachment ,greed and pride. 

my job is in 

waiting for_ the batches, 

my anger is discarding that is fals� and 

voicing the truth. 

my greed is to welcome groups, 

my attachment is the will of God, 

my pride is 

to row groups across the ocean. 

*** 

i cannot infuse life 

in my lifeless body. 

i am born out of a tree 
' 

but i am wooden being out of wood. 

i cannot grow a tree out of my being 

yet iron floats by my side 
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to give evidence of my existence and pride. 

*** 

I seat batches after batches 

in my la�; 

row them across the ocean, 

from coast to the other coast row 

and bear the burden of their 

virtues and sins on my person though. 

*** 

ocean comprises of 

lust,anger,attachment,greed and pride. 

my job is , 

the endurance of the stuff ocean is made of, 

submit to the fate 

and live by His will, 

· endure the oceanic storms and tides,

burn in the sun,

grow mouldy in rain

taking it as
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the blessing and gift of God 

and thank God though in pain. 

*** 

coming of batches sustain my life. 

i sail,row and float on the ocean and 

feel life in my frame. 

when the people land on the other side, 

the life like a bird flies off me, 

· then i revert to my usual busy life

and am involved

in the life ofJust,anger,attachment ,

greed,pride and lust again.

**** 

i row batches after batches across 

the ocean but i myself carry on. 

my lifeless frame has saddled 

life in my lap 

that life has permeated in my veins 
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but to my body it seem unnatural. 

when my body fails to cope 

with the water course, the 

boatman takes me to the coast 

and burn me and poke his chill 

· in my flames

and immerse the ashes in the ocean.

after death the life that emerged

out of ocean

returns in the form of ashes to it.

*** 

should i continue 

to live a life in the ocean, 

submit to His will, 

show gratitude to the creator 

and continue my carcass too 

to sail pa:5t the ocean ? 
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Dandasa ( bark of walr-ut tree") 

i am not simply bark of a walnut tree, 

burning flame of the fragrant life. 

in me the teeth 

polish themselves, 

look like pearls, 

lips bathe in me, 

are called the epitome of all 

that is scarlet. 

*** 

i am the moon of loveliness, 

adorns the youthful face, 

reflect beams and wash in the blood. 

my beauty dissolves in milk 

looks like saffron, 

�eddishness in the lips 

and the eloquence in the eyes. 

i permeate my character. 
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in the veins of beauty, 

lend glamor to the face, 

and sprinkle st�rlets in the body 

and the firr:nament, 

spread glow 

and direct youth 

on the path towards 

the drift of winds and fragrance. 

*** 

the sensational face looks in the 

mirr�r time and again 

as if falls in love with herself 

and goes around to extole 

her charm. 

the forehead emits the flame of love. 

i stir the aroma of youthful figure 

with the hue of blood and fragrance, 

locks giv_e the tidings of heady scent,

lips appear : spilling decanters 
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of essence. 

the ramps of moon,stars 

are reflected in the stare. 

*** 

on staining her lips and chewing with teeth 

the vibrant youth spits me in the bin, 

squeezing my sap and glow 

turns her face againt me, 

my fault? 

I had enhanced beauty , 

lent hue,fragrance ,· 

flowers of fascination 

bestowed. 

*** 

in the essence of glamor

my nature immersed, 

the rosy tint on the face 

has come out of my sap, 

the prettiness may forget my being 
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but cannot foget my blessedness. 

! cannot display my proud pranks

with my teeth and lips, 

squeezed remnant on the waste 

still beauty's life i taste, 

glow in the gaze of beauty 

reside in the teeth 

and entice with the labial smile. 
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Basta ( satchel ) 

basta that is lying on the garbage 

was the cover of Vedas, 

Shastras and learning. 

it was the repository of calculation 

of moons,suns,stars,skies,lands and 

universes, 

the multiplication and division of life. 

basta as a persona was supreme. 

in the essence of basta 

was the life of learning, 

sustenance of knowledge, 

human and humanity, 

and art of life .. 

in its fold was 

,. 

the whole bubbling universe. 
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basta had assimilated nature 

and Godliness. 

*** 

whenever any one 

stole a look into 

its being, it appeared as if the radiant 

mother of the sun is 

shedding light on earth , 

sprinkling stars, 

churning life to deduce truth, 

then the heaven of beauty and truth 

descends on earth. 

*** 

in the form of basta 

there was 

the past,present and future. 

there was a vivid vew from 

the lisping tongue to 
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the old age. 

whoever sipped 

a fragment of enlightenment 

from basta 

got glimpse of ages in 

moments, 

from wind to water transformed, 

from man to divinity emerged. 

*** 

when basta tore apart 

luminous bird winged away, 

slipped it off the shoulders of a child, 

landed on the rubbish. 

basta was a cover,now only a cover, 

a feeling of gloom,became 

a dream of living death in the dust. 

*** 
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basta that is lying on the garbage 

was the cover of Vedas, 

Shastras and learning. 

it was the repository of calculation 

of moons,suns,stars,skies,lands and 

universes, 

the multiplication and division of life. 

basta as a persona was supreme. 
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Takhti 

( a wooden board used for teaching writing to the elemntary 

classes in India) 

takhtithat burns in the hearth 

is used for baking r<?ti on tawa.

takhti helps man even after burning, 

evaluates nectar and poison in life. 

*** 

in its being is the origin of 

faiths,Gita, scriptures 

and shelter of alphabet 

and an asylum of the treasure house of 

educat.ion ,knowledge,and science 

and the figures from one to hundred, 

a pilgrimage of moments, centuries 

and ages in terms of time 

and a trade of the world. 

*** 

for the tiny gleams 
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takhti is the lab for acquiring knowledge, 

sun of the past 

and a search light for the present and future, 

radiance of life, 

a path and the destination. 

takhti is the star of his luck, 

man's profession 

a support for livelihood, 

or our physique. 

*** 

it's the doorway 

to spiritual knowledge, 

origin of the sun, 

an aid for the art of living. 

its form unfolds 

the secret for the divine radiance. 

to experience and 

to disseminate knowledge is its nature. 

*** 
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takhti on becoming luminous 

sheds light in the ·darkness, 

and on the feet of tiny luminous lads 

implants light of the suns from 

childhood to old age. 

*** 

takhti is the essence of life. 

the letters written thereon 

are the embryo and expansion of 

civilization and culture, 

and the action plan of humanity, 

the proof of the humanity of human_ beings, 

their duty and gateway to Godliness. 

*** 

when cracks in takhti appear 

.turbulent turns the oc�an of life, 

the place of poison in nectar decides 

and man's God determines·. 

*** 
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tiny angels 

bounce ball with takhti. 

on finding it unfit for that 

burn it in the hearth. 

while burning it brightens the yard. 

on one palm it holds nectar 

on the other it poison holds. 

*** 

takhti that burns in the hearth 

bakes the bread that is on the tawa.

ev1::n after burning it serves man 

and evaluates nectar and poison 

as much as it can. 
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Sardal {threshold) 

sardal wishes to build 

from house to village,city,state,country, 

a global home; 

build houses within the global home 

where only the earth will be the yard, 

no walls, no partitions 

no side walls. 

sardal visualizes global home, 

and views that home 

in and out 

*** 

sardal discards the existence 

of partitions, 

nurtures the concept of global home, 

discards the continuation of sardal 

and wishes to emerge as global home 

where the humanity resides. 
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that global home is neither thine 

nor mine. 

*** 

every person of the global home 

is known to the other. 

the color of the blood of 

every one is identical. 

human beings is the prayer of every one. 

every one's truth is 

embeded in the humanity, 

in the creation of global home 

sardal has lost its identity. 

*** 

north,east,west,south are the 

the open doors of the global home, 

one roof and one yard it has, 

no dividers no such sound 

of color,creed and faith. 

there is to �e the age of 
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human happiness. 

*** 

sardal 

takes out the truth 

of its falsehood, 

seeks its truth from th� world vision. 

it h·as been tolerating 

the curse of division from ages, 

has been cherishing its fond thoughts, 

trampling its own truth. 

at the birth of global home 

sardal wishes to renounce this life. 

the existence of global home lives 

and sustains. 
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An Ink-pot 

i am an ink-pot 

ancient, since the dawn of life 

before the birth of man and 

the record of human destiny, 

journey from birth to his end is my span. 

i am the womb of man; 

i am his grave. 

*** 

my existence is 

the truth of Vedas, holy books and scripture�, 

birth of humans, humanity and 

the origin of creation. 

history is writ large on my face. 

my journey spans prior to the past. 

i am the essence of time, 

distinction of the meaningful concepts 

and the word 
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and the language of 

universes,skies, lands 

suns,moons and stars. 

*** 

from the particles of Arabian cities 

to the stars of the sky i roam. 

reckon the breaths of man 

rays of the sun, 

waters of the ocean i scan. 

earth revolves and sky reels, 

listens to the stir of butterfly 

and bhanwara is singing i notice and feel. 

*** 

from the throat of the ink 

past verbalize, 

knowledge of moons,suns and planets 

in the firmament echoes. 

the dormant man in my form speaks, 
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the graves echo anq 

the graveyard states. 

*** 

whole universe ,animates,inanimates, 

animals and birds, 

they all live through me. 

they originate out of my ink 

and live that is put to writing, 

live and i hold every one's string. 

these are my puppets and 

i make them dance. 

this is my plaything, 

that is my approach 

and i am their coach. 

*** 

from the origin of nature till now 

i have the record. 

my existence is the open book 
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of the Lord. 

in the stain of my ink is 

enshrined the knowledge of 

the scholars, 

prints of time, 

features of life. 

in my ink 

is the portrait of the world alive, 

begin.ning and the· end of the world. 
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Qaida ( Primer) 

i am a primer 

not merely of five six pages. 

i am the basis of Vedas and Shastras 

their root and implication 

not simply a gleam of nature's 

exp�nse rather creator of that 

radiance. 

*** 

in my being is embodied 

the knowledge of heavens, 

glimpse of the earth, 

science of the world. 

seed, i am of nature, 

creator's articulation,implication 

and conception. 

*** 
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i am the gate way to 

universe,heavens,lands, 

suns,moons and stars. 

i am that drop whic� 

contains the ocean itself, 

knowledge from physical world 

to spiritual domain, 

philosophy and truth in its form contain. 

*** 

i am the creative seedling of the whole 

hu111anity,creation and conception. 

in my body resides the creator and the 

creations' role, 

the gleam of my alphabet 

unfolds the brightest brightne�s. 

before descending into 

physical world and 

the magnanimity of the creator 
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a person has to have a recourse to me. 

he kindles my gleam in his brain 

and finds the truth of his soul 

and the truth of his spirituality. 

*** 

my role,if taken away 

from univers.es,natural worlds,creations 

the remainder would be 

ignorance and darkness, 

grave yard and funeral places, 

rocky land, 

rocky sun,moon,stars and stony skies. 

a person won't recognize himself 

and feel 

even in the brilliance of myriad suns, 

without the light of my eyes 

his life ,death and. creator's purp_ose 

• won't reveal. 

*** 
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i am a primer 

not merely of five six pages. 

i am the basis of Vedas and Shastras 

their root and implication 

_not simply a gleam of nature's 

expanse rather creator of that 

radiance. 
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Road 

road is familiar with itself 

and is conversant with 

the truth of its form , 

that is why it is spread 

under the feet of the pedestrians. 

its doors are open to the rich,the poor, 

a burglar and a saint. 

road is a continuity of wind, 

free gusts of winds are a part of its norm. 

*** 

humility, contentment and service 

radiance of truth and beauty 

is mingled in it. 

"neither a foe nor a stranger does it call, 

shows equanimity to all:' 

its modesty is its loftiness, 

suri,rain and storms it sustains 
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on its body yet doesn't 

heave a sigh, 

surrenders to His will 

and resigns to His will. 

it blows. 

it's the dirt of the feet of passersby 

it's the ragiance of its reality. 

*** 

if you seek the truth at any rate
!

nature of the road you assimilate, 

set feet on yourself to go ahead, 

bring down the lofty flights, 

merge in yourself, 

shed your color,race and caste, 

like a road under people's feet rest, 

no trace of your identity be left. 

*** 

breathe the spirit of road in your breath, 

mingle in the blood, 
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like vision blend in its eyes, 

assume the conduct of nature of the road. 

road is the embodiment of meekness, 

it's the reality of humility and its form, 

you're the dust of people's feet. 

this dust underlies glimpse of God. 

*** 

in the last phase of night road speaks, 

divulges the secret of its humility, 

"being the humble most ,among the humbies, 

Nanak says the company of such 

people ,the great emulate:' 

mehif!di is ground on the stone 

loses its character 

attains the tn,1th of its hue. 

at the dead of night the road 

sings the tale of truth it underlies. 

*** 
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if you absorb in yourself 

the truth of road's form 

many birds of different hues and sounds 

would wish to build their nests. 

live your model, 

praise thy blessings, 

from your physical form they would 

attain your spirit, 

imbibe the truth of your form, 

you would live its inner and outer truth. 

if you pray and meditate on the road 

you will be known for 

the truth in yourself. 

-0-
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Wish 

in curiosity 

aware of my being, 

there lies wish to do something 

and wish to tranform dreary life, 

to swim across the ocean 

and a desire to grip the void 

between the earth and the sky 

and a longing to bring warmth to life, 

explore every nook of the earth 

and catch the sky in the fist: 

an attempt 

to transform 

autumnal face into spring. 

*** 

to bring back the dead to life 

from the grave

and a yeaning to change 
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silence and loneliness 

into hustle and noise, 

an ocean should reflect in the face of o_cean 

and a craving to kindle ocean. 

every pa�icle on earth should brighten up, 

a strong desire to dispel darkness , 

living life for living and making, 

some contribution before end 

and a desire to make human of man. 

-0-
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I Within me

i am bound up with my fragrance, 

surroundings and to myself 

and going down with the 

scarlet light of the setting sun 

and rising with the tint of ri�ing sun. 

*** 

i myself am the target of an arrow 

and <!n arrow in the target, 

like a head in the aim of the sword 

in the head like a sword. 

*** 

i am there on the land,sea , the sky 

and a line drawn 

and like a stone in the glass, 

glassy stone in form 

and like fragrance in flowers 

and a picture among colors. 

*** 
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i am life and i am its end 

and a game of win and lose. 

i am that truth 

which appears to be experienced 

a convergence of land and the sky . 

*** 

tabla ,anklets ,music ,melody and all 

and i am myself, my own care taker. 

water in the fire and fire in the water 

and i am also unique in myself 

-0-
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The Wood 

iri order to saw a piece of wo9d 

when he put the saw to cut it 

the wood issued a cry of pain 

and said ,1' i have a living tree in me 

with branches, leaves ,fruit ,flowers 

and shade 

birds' nests in which nestles 

tiny birdies." 

*** 

like you , i am alive and breathing 

burn and shed light, 

in the ocean wherein the swimmers 

like you drown, 

i float in the ocean, 

i am grafted in the soil, 

i sprout as a sapling. 

*** 
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i bear sunshine on my head 

but give shade in life instead. 

when feet of girls scorch in the heat, 

they·come in my shade 

and get relief from 

the scorching heat of the sun. 

*** 

i lend assistance in life; 

i am a movement in life, 

breath of life, 

provide shade on the head 

on the scorching paths. 

i am yet to cover 

a long journey of life and 

grow jungles in the cities 

on the land 

and spread greenery on the land's surface 

and breathe life into the cities 

so as to populate the deserts 
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so they can enjoy the greenery 

and get respite from the 

sun that scorches. 

*** 

instead of sawing me, 

graft me in the earth, 

irrigate me with water, 

after some time 

you'll find life in me 

and will be called your reward, 

and praise you, 

sing your melody 

and breathe prosperity in your life. 

wherever you step in, 

it would sprout there 

and make your blazing paths 

cool. 

he realized 

the reality of the wood, 
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understood life 

that a.tree is the need in life, 

trees populate the world, 

now he plants a tree 

or 

plants a tree every day 

and grows jungles in the wilderness of life . 

 - 0 -
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Jhe Feeling 

it is the feeling 

it last� and doesn't die, 

turns emotional or cools down 

yet it separates itself from living and dying 

becomes petulant or placid. 

*** 

who is it what is it ? 

it resides in the body 

yet it also separates from· body. 

it does live in the body 

yet doesn't extinguish with the body. 

it continues along 

also lives along. 

*** 

this sensation is physical 

or of sh�dow, 

trickled tears from the eyes 
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or the negative neighbor, 

the eyes long to search for which 

heart hankers for, 

that which speaks in my heart, 

blood runs in me, 

which is surrounded by silence 

and din. 

it is me or someone else, 

it is other than me. 

*** 

something else is felt like '-Yind, 

something else is imagined 

as high as the sky. 

it can neither be seen nor caught 

simply it can be felt, 

twinkle like stars, 

neither it can be co_unted nor measured 

· other than that it is

within sight yet beyond it,
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it is within and without and 

in between the body. 

*** 

curiosity lorn conscience 

seeketh some one , 

hangs on the scaffold, 

drifts in and out of itself, 

elimintes physical gl<;>om, 

explores five elements of physique, 

penetrates into each and every element , 

peels each element layer by layer, 

. searches for the one which is none of it. 

*** 

perceives the sensation of breaths 

nature verbalizes from breath 

in your body, not me,sonieone else may be, 

he·who controls oµr destiny, 

he who pours silence into sound 

and -sound in who.se silence, 
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he is not me ,he is : you, 

you're the radiance of the creator, 

He is not away from me, 

you are afar of Him. 

*** 

rises from ego ,realizes ,'you', 

'you,' which resides within yourself, 

whose spark is within you. 

He is not other than rather He is himself. 

He is not pure sensation, 

He is the crafts man,He is the creator 

whose range spans from me to you 

who is beyond earth and the sky, 

beyond any bounds. 

His spark kindles in all the animates 

· and is the centre of the universe.

-0- . 
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Internal Truth 

he was the king as well as the pauper, 

there was also a reflection of the earth 

on the expanse of the sky, 

he flowed within me like droplets of blood ; 

he settled in my forehead 

like the· one in meditation., 

he was the vision,on the voyage 

he was the origin and the outcome. 

*** 

he sat by me 

and asked, 

"who are you ? 

fire,water,earth,sky or air?"· 

i am not within like you , 

you're neither drought nor rainy season. 

i am your beginning and 
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the end result. 

i am your voyage and 

also your vision. 

*** 

i asked him , 

"now you've driven me away from you 

if it meets you, bless my vision 

that i may have a glimpse of your grace 

i may bathe in your divine radiance 

i may view and be acquinted with 

my own realself.'' 

*** 

you 're the weather laden with rain 

and you're dry spell, 

i may be drenched in your 

divine down pour so thoroughly 

that i am rendered beyond recognition, 

my blood should look for me 
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and i am transformed beyond recognition, 

if someone is to look 
. 

for you 

only me should come to '(iew. 

i wish to mingle in your be_ing 

in such a way 

just as a drop is lost in the ocean water 

and bec;ome a part of its vastness ! 

*** 

when he descended into his innmost 

concentrating on his third eye ( ajna chakra ),

whole of my being was overwhelmed 'Nith warm!h, 

i perspired 

the beauty carpeted at my feet, 

the heavens of truth surrounded me all around, 

the suns seemed to rise from every particle, 

divine effulgence from the sky 

descended on earth. 

eye turned stony and dumb became the tongue, 
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the blood running in veins boiled over with life, 

my life came to stand still at His appearance, 

radiance overshadowed me in and out. 

*** 

i realized who i am and who You are, 

i am void and You're life, 

i am body, 

You're vital force, 

i am dry spell and you are heavy with rain, 

in the inert body 

glimmer fell of the velum 

a gust of His glow, emerged from the lips 

filled my lungs, eyes opened wide 

and tongue lost voice, 

life entered into otherwise lifeless body. 

You are supreme,the throat vibrated, 

under the feet of 'Vol!' my ego wiped out. 

*** 
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vital force is not the life, 

there is some thing else 

beyond life 

whose life blood pevades nature 

and He who makes errands in ages. 

fragrance <;>n land 

resonace in the sky. 

*** 

he was the king as well as the pauper, 

there was also a reflection of the earth 

on the expanse of the sky, 

he flowed Within me like droplets of blood ; 

he settled in my forehead 

like the one in meditation., 

he was the vision,on the voyage 

he was the origin and the outcome. 
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Human Jungle 

that is a jungle of course 

trees are there too 

but- not really trees 

no shade,you see 

trees but no use for the trees. 

*** 

there trees 

are not tr:uly trees, 

they set fire 

to jungle foliage, 

reduce cities to deserts 

and wipe out 

the very existence of 

wild birds and animals, 

burn the straws of birds' nests 

and bask their limbs. 

trees themselves are 

wiping out jungles. 

*** 
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leaves are against leaves, 

shade is inimical to shade. 

these trees don't grow fruit, 

they produce explosives; 

these explosives burn jungle 

and singe the greenery. 

wild rage of the jungle 

causes springs bleed 

and sounds death knell to 

flowers and buds of the wild 

and 

to the fragran:t aroma of 

the flowers and buds of the wild. 

watching the jungle ablaze 

trees mock 

which grow under 

the protection of the jungle. 

*** 
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these jungles take in oxygen 

and produce carbon 

which fills death in the lungs of the 

coming generation, 

emit lava and tread i_n the glade 

fry jungle and turn them info ash. 

*** 

these jungles mingle poison 

in the air,fire, land and the space. 

this poison from 

t�e roots of the jungle 

enters the clearing, 

suffocates the breath  

and turns jungles blue. poison 

spreads in the 

blood of the jungle, 

jugle changes into death, 

assumes tlie form of graves . 
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The Human Beings and life 

man creates 

his kinship and lives, 

fulfils his obligations, 

leads his life, 

spins life around himself, 

learns from the s·chool of life, 

speaks and composes the language. 

*** 

caught in his web of attachments, 

he does fear death, in fact 

rears death in his being since birth, 

plants drought in the greenery of his life. 

in the ocean of life 

conceives a life-size city, 

creates loneliness around himself 

equal to the sum t,otal of joyou�ness of his life, 

lodges depression in the source of his being 
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equal to the physical happiness. 

so much does he live the life of human being 

the same amount of fa_tality does he 

conceive in his life. 

under the illusion of living life 

he prolongs his death. 

illusion of life 

nurtures the truth of his -death. 

*** 

entangled in life's activities 

stung by the seasons and springs, 

he spends his life 

in such a way 

that he is lost in life, 

forgetting himself ,he is lost in the 

myriad hues of life. 

being a victim of the exigencies of life 

he is lost in life so much that 

he forgets that he is to die. 

*** 
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death stops the pace of life 

and life is the pace of physical body; 

body dies ,life goes on, 

this is the difference between life and death. 

life precedes death and co�tinues thereafter. 

man is the abiding truth of body 

that sustains life, 

it is death which is stagnant 

that is the basis of life'� continuity 

that is the axis of life 

from which life springs 

in the confines of time, 

grows youthful moment by moment. 

life   permeates �an, 

and man permeates life. 

man is the living entity of life 

and visible in man's entity is death . 

. this is the truth of life and 

this is a_lso its stage. 
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here we find a path which is 

above physical body. 

life enlivens that truth, 

nurtured in the body, 

it spreads its brilliance 

so that in that light 

he could realize the truth 

that death is dormant in the body. 

in the fright of its recognition 

man shouldn't damage organs of life 

and spoil the p�ysical body 

and disfigure his face. 

he should sow tlowers in life,make it joyous 

and evolve wholesome approaches 

so that man and life 

both should prosper 

before death 

and also after it. 
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An Image Visible in the Body 

i am seed 

a tree lies dormant in me, 

a glance from the root to the leaf 

is fixed on the passage 

leading from seed to the tree. 

to which direction should the tree 

be grown on the palm ? 

sitting in the shade of scorching tree 

i'm bewailing which wind 

and feeling the song of which sun? 

*** 

if i happen to grow 

detached from myself 

then my body would break into 

myriad blossoms, 

the birds from by body 

would fly past,depressed. 

*** 
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mute ! thoughtful 

forlorn , I stepped out 

ki�dling the light in the third eye 

in the direction of the time gone by .. 

on retracing my steps 

i found 

city suspended in the space 

and to see how pitch dark 

and dense jungles are there, 

how much depth is there .in 

the peak of the mountain. 

the breath left 

bit by bit off the finger tips. 

setting sun foreruns the rising one. 

a tree grows out of a seed 

flowi�g i from you  

lending meaning with ·life blood, 

not the refinement of the word, 
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life is meaningful 

not a word. 

word is not superior to meaning 

not meaning the otherwise of it. 
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The Jungle Growth on the Face 

when i scorched inside, 

blazed outside and awakened 

and ceased to remain confined to 

the narrative of phoenix 

i lamentated at life and death. 

*** 

he sings deepak raga 

for living after dying. 

all of my life i have 

nurished my adversary 

.for a momentary life after death. 

*** 

never did i become solely 

tongue or exclusively ,eye. 

sharp blades grown in the skull, . 

have seen eye to eye. 

hurricane that uproots 
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or that dazzles the senses 

in the folds of water 

i saw city of glass, 

i've borne the fear 

when daringly dealt. 

*** 

on the wooded trunk,head of glass 

wild vagabondish blood. 

the face of every tree ·1ooked blighted. 

grove of glass tr.ees 

sprout from the forest blood, 

and diffuse in the forehead 

when i spot a thing or man. 

drowned in fear of oneself, 

life looked odd to me 

i looked odd to life 

set out upstream 

and blew against the storm. 
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attchment to one's soil 

is man's inside and out 

within sight and be,yond it. 

akin to breaJhing 

it abides in the human body 

and goes along till cremation. 

*** 

this love 

is man'� ider:itity, 

it's man's source and root. 

man may any where on the globe roam 

never feels detached from his soil. 
I r - , 

this broadens and renders him limitless, 

to liberate and reali4e oneself and soar across, 
 .,. 

where there is no phys�qye, 

no color,no race indee� 

no caste ,no creed, 
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it is the place of spirit pure, all affulgent. 

*** 

bereft of this fondness 

man is not to the land rooted; 

man is not in humanity rooted; 

if man creates void around himself 

while living in that void 

creates a void within 

ego in man departs, 

what remains is void , only space 

_sans substance, sans truth, sans identity.

*** 

devoid of this love 

man at every step, hatred plants. 

in his frame and consciousness, a jungle grows 

which he carries, lives and shares 

whilst spreading hatred, 

the sentiments of love freezes, 

life turns sordid 
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autumn sets in man, in and out, 

passing through the drab jungle 

man becomes extinct ere jungle ends. 

this jungle sprouts from his body; 

this jungle dries. 

the jungle from his body germinates 

and his cremation spot extends. 

*** 

lqve of the soil 

is the pace of life,strength of wind, 

the shadow of heavens entire 

and the warmth of fire, 

thirst of water. 

he who adores the soil, 

his forehead is aflame with 

the hope of humani�y, 

devotion to the soil 

is the characteristic 

of humanity among human beings. 
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mingling of self with self 

is God and Godliness 

wherein the life force flows 

for the well being of all 

and love overflows over the brinks, 

desire of the soil is 

man's cqnsciousness 

which unfolds the meaning 

dormant in the word-

reveals the truth of the message. 

whole of humanity is the divine word 

each words underlies its own import, 

its own word, its own space, 

its own habitat and name, 

but underlying import is the same. 

*** 

awareness of devotion to the soil 

glows in every word, 

each word likes it own base. 
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from human to humanity 

this sun of commonality 

rose in the horizon since yore 

and will continue till eternity. 

it's the feature of human faith 

respect to the soil 

is the life force of the spirit, belief in humanity, 

it's the love of the soil. 
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The Battle 

as he stepped out in quest of the moon 

a mental tension within 

was going on with self, around himself, 

about the meaning of his ownself 

and that of the word, 

about his life and death, 

the struggle , the purpose of life. 

there were rings on his feet 

and darkness in his brow 

that darkness was verily his dawn. 

*** 

the marks of bruises on his face 

were symbolic of 

the struggle 

he was waging within. 

*** 
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in quest of the moon 

he kept awake many nights 

and went on roamin& 

oblivious of the directions, 

brooked hunger and thirst, 

but where was the moon ? 

the moon was shrouded in dust 

of the struggle going on within cJnd 

was trampled under the hooves of the steeds. 

shields, swords and heaps of corpses, 

howling cries 

were reverberating 

from the navel to his brain. 

his blood was boiling 

and his body was like an oven. 

he stepped out in quest of the moon 

himself distantced from him, 

his entire self in flames, 

as if roasting . 
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risen from his person 

the ocean of pursuit was turbulent, 

instead of filling himself 

he was pouring out. 

· he was beari�g in his mind

the pain of distant paths.

!n place of growing spring ,

conceiving the fall,"' 

in plate of geenery ,he continued 

expanding wilderness 

within himself. 

a chaotic city was 

persistently expanding 

wherein he was lost; 
. .

he was seeking out water for his thirst, 

he was visualizing in his brain 

the moon of the heaven. 

*** 
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waging wars 

his body was smashed to pieces 

and in the 'midst of battle field 

a head grew from every piece. 

at the growth of heads 

he forgot 

the ethics of doing action with his hands 

instead of roaming. 

stillness dawned upon his vision, 

his feet discarded wandering. 

he .wove a pall of stillness around himself, 

· his consciousness and body.

abandoning fighting trend

he portrayed moon

ii) the heaven of his blood

whose cool moonlight 

permeated his body and consciousness 

and the funeral fires 

in him cooled down. 
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his own inimical face became embracing. 

among those baffling directions 

he gathered his broken self, 

c;ollected his heads 

that grew in the battle field 

and imbibed 

the enlivened consciousness. 

*** 

npw he didn't search for the moon any more 

nor did he have to be sleepless 

rather seated himself 

he was staring at he moon risen from 

his consciousness. 

now he was an answer unto himself, 

now he who was 

once a. flame of fire 

now became a flowing river, 

greenery of the jungle, 

fragrance of the earth. 
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due to his wisdom 

he turned out to be chaste, 

from wandering he 

became liberated one. 
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Addressing To Self ( Soliloquy) 

whenever you and i met 

like floating clouds, 

curling skies, 

revolving earth, 

after day's toil, 

like home retured trees, 

i stare at you, 

dot by dot, ray by ray, 

looked at you 

from different angles, 

but i am 

not like time you dear mate 

which rises from itself 

but never dies. 

*** 

keeping a heap of breaths 

under my head cushion, 
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watching the life span 

slipping by, 

looking at 

the secreting blisters of my feet 

which are 

the future of my shattering world 

and also the fate and symbolic of 

the eroding civilization. 

sometimes a sage by the name of 

Go.bind said while sitting under the desert tree, 

"I like a friend's straw-mat." 

and 

cooled his overwhelmed heart 

from a dot i cease to be a dot, 

from liberation i 've reached 

a stage of non liberation, 

responsibilities of daily life 

cire tired of standing by me like 
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bad names 

and are tired of keeping pace wJth me. 

*** 

i am left far behind of myself 

or 

gone far ahead. 

you tell me, you're extremely experienced, 

capable of walking on land and water, 

want to exist on winds, 

at times delving into myself, 

what should i do? 
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From I To You 

if you can distinguish between darkness and light 

whatever is visible in light 

springs from darkness and 

is its proof. 

*** 

sun too rises from darkness 

and in the risen sun, 

darkness i's not apparent 

rather it goes hidden; 

dark'ness shows within 

and oatside the darkness. 

the objects hidden in dark 

are exposed in light. 

light t� darkness and 

darkness to light 

is life. 

*** 
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a man if he can assess the depth of darkness, 

he would discern his darkness, 

he can realize his light, 

can recognize his self, 

can know his yearnings. 

the darkness surrounding him within 

awakens many suns. 

from the suns so risen 

the light of self brightens 

from these suns thus sprung, 

expose the sky,under world, planets 

and the whole universe. 

*** 

man in himself, 

his human body which is the vehicular element 

of five elements. 

ha'd man known it 

he would have resided in his body 

and would have realized the whole universe, 
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entire light, entire darkness. 

it is within human ken. 

the countless worlds, heavens, suns, 

animates ,inanimates and the entire foliage, 

water,fire, air, 

in and out of his lungs vibrate 

are still. 

*** 

centered round by the wave of self, · 

a man can reach any axle of 

the Whole universe, 

can fly in the sky, 

can walk on water, 

can swallow fire, 

can seek land, 

only by going beyond the bodily bondage 

after one has realized self. 

*** 
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a man,if he can fathom his darkness 

then he can know his brightness, 

can know the spirit of the universe 

inh�rent in the universal entity, 

can comprehend the craze of 

attaing self from self 

that underlies God and Godliness, 

in whom infinite universe is shrunk. 

*** 

self is the inherent truth of cravings of self 

past and the future, 

under His command are 

all the visible things and creation. 

his form is incomparable and infinite, 

invisible, 

life and death follow His wil. 

He is unborn,immortal and timeless, 

He is eternal. 

*** 
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inspite of all this he can be seen 

through the mirror of introspection, 

can be visualized, 

can be realized, 

we can be one with Him. 

*** 

a man ,if he can assess the depth 

of darkness, 

·he would discern his darkness,

he can realize his light,

can recognize his self

can know his yearnings.
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The Dead 

a dead is better than 

the living-dead 

who has realized his truth 

and understood why he is existing, 

has shed his corporal frame 

and becomes co-traveler of his reality. 

*** 

to know his truth is beyond the dead 

a dead is but dust since inception. 

to know the reality is 

within the power of sixth element 

which is soul that operates five elements of dust. 

to know the spiritual element is 

the function of the consciousness. 

*** 
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we're living-dead 

who are unaware of our own truth, 

living a life under illusion 

and are scattering prickles 

in the righteous path 

and rolling ourselves in the dark, 

calling dead a dead 

we're nourishing illusion in ourselves. 

*** 

look ! which is dead 

is verily movement oflife, 

dust which has shed its life force,· 

may not be, while living, 

have realized the actuality of dust 

after death. 

*** 

now he wouldn't see the glimpse of truth 

in the apparent dust, 
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rather he would look for the dust 

that would realize 

whereby he would find the truth, 

and along with his truth, 

he would embed his spirit 

not like dead while living, 

rather like the enlightened men while living. 

those who could wear out his dust 

could disseminate the truth of dust, 

dust in his soul 

could integrate dust into his soul, 

could perceive· morning at night, 

and could envision beyond his death. 

*** 

while living he should be 

Jn constant search for the ways 

how to enjoy life. 

a man should be born to know himself, 
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and the existence of the·universe 

so that 

the ashes in the graves 

may not look mere sod, 

rather feel it like emerging sensation 

and comprehend 

the pupose of �is existence. 
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The Noise 

noise 'n noise 

in and around, 

noise is giving rise to noise, 

extending on the land and 

overcasting the firmament. 

*** 

noise of the sea and the rivers, 

clamour of the streams and winds. 

noise of the mountains and directions, 

clatter of the seasons and springs, 

clatter of nature and span, 

commotion of the humanfty and man, 

resonance for God and Godliness, 

noise of love against hatred 

moanings on meeting �nd separation, 

*** 
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noisy trend 

which is melting like iron into our ears, 

it is ablaze in humans in and out, 

devoid of words and sense, 

dissolved in the air we breathe, 

lost in the din,the man has forgotten his rhythm, 

has lost his track and stopped, 

has been lost in the noise. 

*** 

rhythm is sound so is musical instrument, 

word, meanings and sound is noise, 

life and , life force is noise. 

*** 

from the clouds of noise , 

noise is dropping 

from every particle of land 

noice is breeding. 

noise in the space is continuously spreading, 

dissolving man in itself 
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it's consuming him. 

man is dying in this commotion; 

commontion is thriving. 

the man's inner turmoil has strangled 

peace and rhythm inherent in man 

the· language of noise in man 

has bred noisy'thinking, 

has squeezed humanity in humans, 

th.e man has lost the univesality of God, 

noise has swept him, 

the noise has wrapped the existence of 

human and humanity 

and the life style. 

*** 

divine word is sound so is religion, 

action is so'!Jnd, superstition is sound, 

noise on the 'toard, noise in the bazaar, 

resonance in t�e temple and mosque, 

political panaemonium, noise in the courts, 
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noise has taken man away from man. 

born in the noise a person 

has been reduced to noise. 

*** 

serene stream of man has frozen, 

!onliness has swallowed the stream of life,

the water has evaporated and 

life has turned listless, 

the noise has mingled in the melody of life, 

in the stream,beside the stream, 

all life has changed into noise, 

in the tornado of noise 

the windy whirls have assumed · 

sky high height from drops, 

nights have prolonged and mornings blackened, 

the earth has boiled over and 

skies overcast with dark clouds, 

man could neither be word nor its implication, 

nor could he become note or sound, 
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neither song nor the musical instrument, 

only he has been reduced to noise; 

noise sans meaning and sense 

bereft of musical note and instrument, 

deficient in musical refrain and melody. 

*** 

a noise with no"direction, 

non existent 

nor has it any root nor top, 

nor has it any systematic planning. 

*** 

noise is a form of crying and 

screaming, 

neither substance nor its implication, 

nor its presence, 

nor has it any identification, 

it is neither on land nor in the firmament. 

*** 
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the·womb of noise is barren 

which can bear nothing, 

can create nothing, 

only it is non-existent. 

it has no shape and dimensions; 

it is on a regressive jourr:iey, 

it is the life of a grave 

an illusion of going towards walls. 

-0-
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Ocean of Faces 

while searching for our own face 

in the ocean of faces, 

the head has sunk into the torso 

and the trunk has sunk into the head. 

*** 

what head wants 

the trunk doesn't, 

what the trunk longs for 

head doesn't desire. 

there is, a hell of difference 

in the thinking�'. both of them. 

head has grown sentimental 

and the torse critical. 

*** 

in the massive amount of faces 

neither of any face, 

resembles the other, 
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nor is there similarity offeelings,

lacks unity of action nor its level, 

*** 

nor the thought of the word is the same, 

internal and external lack co-ordination, 

no affinity among seasons, autumn or spring, 

there are conflicting colors and, 

portraits also differ, 

head and torso differ in their destinies, 

the nature of lines drawn 

in head and trunk differ,intentiori vary. 

*** 

there are different statues 

some made of stone, some of clay, 

some of stone, some of gold, some of silver, 

some of brass,some of copper
! 
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the head on the torso, 



their tone differ,sound differ, 

every one has its own instrument. 

*** 

inspite of this disparity 

their existence is the same and the same design. 

the blood circulating in the trunk is the same, 

and the flickering flame in the forehead 

is the same. 

*** 

their root is the same, 

the tree is the same, 

their life and 

the life span , their fate is the same. 

*** 

among the large number of faces, 

trying to identify our own face, 

spending the life in our own way, 

arriving at the essence of 

existence from our own, 
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we got semblance of our own face, 

in the ocean of faces 

i found my own face lost. 

*** 

the glamor of the face split from the trunk, 

the blood of the heart mingled, 

in the blood the caravan of blood swelled, 

that glamorized every face, 

the illusion of face and the torso disappeared, 

nor were there separate statues nor different hues, 

from the statues to colors, 

there was a river of blood in flow, 

from one glimmer to the other, 

there was an endless expanse. 

*** 

   this was the reality of existence, 

this was the spul of man 

and the God of soul. 
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quest was for this face, 

. this face was the ocean, 

the expansion of the faces in the ocean. 

*** 

when i saw this face reflected in my own face, 

my own face roused in every face, 

from the faces within and around me, 

found my own existence, 

faces in the ocean and 

the ocean in the faces merged. 

faces and the ocean became one, 

ocean and the pitcher, 

colors mingled in the statues, 

and statues mingle in colors, 

the man became a guiding light for the world, 

God emerged from the the universal glow , 

paved the path from our own existence 

to the existence of the Lord. 
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To Be Not To Be 

day emerges from .moments, 

and from moments emerges the night, 

day disappears and appears, 

moment to moment, 

*** 

the span of day and night is momentary, 

they-vanish by themselves, 

by themselves they get cool as water, 

and the chill boils over. 

*** 

neither does the duration of night last, 

nor does a day sustain, 

day is against day and night against night, 

as man is wiping out man's existence, 

so is he digging graves here and there 

and keeps on swallowing jungles of leaves. 

*** 
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before the birth of any existence, 

there is .the presence of the concept of existence, 

just as the meaning is present 

before the origin of word: 

*** 

in the super consciousness , 

first of all there originated the concept 

then developed the meaning 

then was created'the word. 

*** 

prior to the concept,meaning and word 

evolved every animate and living being 

which is at the root of planning of 

the entire universe, 

which is radiant in the skies ,under worlds, 

in the universe and the planetary world. 

the flame of life 

by virtue of which 

life is aglow and 
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listening,speaking ,dancing 

of the entire humanity sustains. 

*** 

if life is devoid of life 

then the flame of life is deficient 

in the existing life. 

*** 

if the light of sun were to become 

frail and cold and 

if moonlight from the face of moon 

were to extinguish its glow, 

and the ocean itself were to dry its water, 

and the space itself were to eliminate 

the distance between the earth and sky, 

and identity of everything were to 

swallow its individuality, 

death were to hover over the image of life, 

and earth were to give place to the grave, 

and greenery of the jungle were to discard jungle, 
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and from head to foot, 

the jungle be labelled as autumn 

and the gloom grows, 

and this murkiness were to reduce 

the sparkling jungle into desert, 

and the surging alive jungle 

changes ·the whole jungle into desert 

and jungle loses its character, 

*** 

without its distinctiveness a man is 

no better than the dust of the grave, 

humanity without its character is a graveyard. 

without this individuality 

neither anyone has identity nor place, 

without ider:itity death is to be all pervading. 

*** 

without life 

the whole universe is deserted 

nature is inert like a stone. 

*** 
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particles cannot connect with each other 

without life, 

the water of rivers and streams cannot 

join the ocean. 

*** 

no freshness ,no fragrance without life 

life goes static, 

· if there is.no life there is no existence,

without life every thing is graveyard,

God and also human being.
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The Trees and Meditation 

trees don't move, 

they remain in meditation, 

grow jungles within themselves 

in their frame, 

assess the purpose of their existence 

are called jungle inspite of being lonely. 

*** 

they go around themselves, 

they are the devotees and the divinity, 

they themselves 

adore and pray to their 

fond divinity. 

*** 

they adopt a course from the seed to the tree 

when they wish, 

the stalk ,branches and leaves ,flowers 

and fruit gro�. 
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the shape of a tree comes out, 

the tree is compressed in the seed. 

*** 

tree grows out of a seed 

and the seed grows from the tree, 

tree spreads forth from the seed, 

the tree resides in the seed, 

spends its childhood,youth and old age 

in the seed, 

like a cascade,it springs from the earth 

when it breeds, 

when a seed sheds the shell. 

the tree cools the scorching sun, 

it spreads its s_hade on earth 

with it nature awakens along, 

spends night with nature;the tree 

in itself makes shetlers for animals and birds, 

endures sun on its head, 

in its feet sprinkles shades for the thirsty� 
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pollution from the environs it sucks, 

the sun from itself rises, 

around itself array of rays it bears. 

*** 

·born out of itself

dries in itself,

before ending

relives as a seed in its own fruit,

stitches the wounds of life and demise

during the cycle of life.

*** 

if life be bereft of death, 

and tree bask in the cycle of life, 

and finds sustenance in life, 

tree from the seed and 

seed from the tree grows. 

*** 

the travel of the tree is continued, 

in its course death doesn't obtrude, 
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around the live tree 

there is no dearth of living faces, 

the world of its own color and countenance 

grows a!ound itself, 

and is called the creator of its own creation. 

*** 

in its figure oceans surges, 

, rivers flow, 

winds blow, the heat of the fire shows, 

in the figure of the tree 

there is the span from earth to sky, 

tree is the embodiment of truth; 

truth of its own reality, 

has populated a world of its own feature. 

*** 

rising from i_ts own internal unrest 

the tree in its own meditation rest, 

in one eye-the sky 

and earth visualized in the other. 
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there is the blaze 

of myriad suns. in the tree's mane, 

caravan of stars have entered the tr!;!e's domain, 

and the wind passing t.hrough the leaves , 

clarion calls appear. 

*** 

the profusion of sunshine is burnishing ev�ry leaf, 

creator of itself is the tree itself and 
. 

itself is its own Godliness. 

trees don't move, 

they remain in meditation, 

grow jungles within themselves 

in their frame, 

assess the purpose of their existence 

are called jungle inspite of being lonely: 
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Yearning 

mind is seeking 

its own face 

and in its own hue colored, 

like a sword on the neck 

momentarily the eye cannot blink 

and i die as if stiffled 

who is to say 

to the eye of a mirror, 

"watch me after taking off your watery yeil, 

find out my lie 

and realize _its own truth that underlies:' 

towards each other 

i an� life 

their steps retracing, 

.oozing like a sore, 
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resting UD_g_er one's own shadow� -

and sulking 

in the self created dust 

risiog like a sun. 

discarding its own shadow and 

being expos�d to our own sun, 

how to look into our own face in the mirror, 

and catch 

mir�or from our own face anon . 

 my, me in my mouth 

a piece of glass shaded, 

neither 'i ' to 'you' identified 

neither 'i 'from 'me'differentiated, 

the �h�de within the glass. 
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Relations and Acquaintances 

we,like stars 

wish to shine on the earth and in the sky, 

beyond void on our own level, 

we are our own conversation,--
' 

plot,character and stage craft, 

viewers and stage manager. 

watching from our own angle, 

we ourselves are 

our own movement. 

being not tied to time and 

the unity of time 

nor are we 

the puppets of thought 

of a celehrated poet 

on the stage. 

in our point of view, 

death is not a condition to be alive, 
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we die every mornent 

and every moment we are born 

we view undressed bodies, multicolored 

and live with colorless soul. 

we ourselves are 

the outcome, action, actor, 

we are that area 

which is uneffected 

if length to breadth is multiplied. 

we are the truth prior to research, 

formless sky 

under the call of the atoms on the land. 

in search of our own root, 

explored many underworlds,heavens 

but when looked into the eye of 

the consciouness of our age 

then realized, 
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we're our own root 

we're our own fruit. 

we 're standing on the physical world 

of our own, 

kindling lamps of eyes, 

giving protection, 

brushing off darkness 

carved out our own course. 
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Perfection, We Should Be Proud of 

the voyage from a letter to the alphabet 

has raised in itself 

· the whole thorny jungle

spread far from the vision

to blur thinking and

to be trampled under feet.

*** 

beyond visibility 

unseasonal cactus has grown 

in the brain. 

the· stream of single sided bank 

flowing in the body 

has dried. 

*** 

disappeared 

has the dampness 
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from the palmful water, 

the body composed of river sand 

has been torn upto nails. 

*** 

t�e shell of the wind has left its fury, 

fire is rambling from door to door 

for burning bones 

and for shedding blood from its own eyes . 

*** 

the sky is pale and prosaic 

the whole of its blueish vesture has faded. 

for the odor of the clay 

the earth is sniffing and searching its 

own physical form. 

the pace of perception, with the whirl wind 

has disp'ersed the parts of body 

like jumbled words . 

along thir:iking 
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our truth has been lost 

under its own shadow 

while searching for the sun 

and shaping the rays 
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Birth of A Mile Stone 

modern man,squat on the wind 

isn't satisfied with the.blowing of wind; 

he is revolting against 

his own ingenuity. 

many things created in the past 

are incomplete 

and many objects 

on the brow of future 

are incomplete and craving 

to touch human �eet. 

*** 

modern intelligence 

is habitual of originating 

on the tip of a spindle 

spilling out of body 

breaking like a hundred rivers . 

out of a small pot. 
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it's tran?forming unsightly into beauty 

and transforming beauty into science, 

and carving new milestones every moment. 

the journey from science to science 

is covering distance 

longer than his own length. 

the discoverers of beams of light 

have suspended sparklings 

like the glow worms. 

the jungle have been grown on the 

surface of the earth 

so that darkness spread from its form 

may not be known . 

the lab from man and 

man from the lab 

tree from the seed, 

and seed from the tree 

and the quizz : egg from the hen 

or hen from the egg, 
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and the philosophy of 

discerning purely abstract, 

from the concrete 

has been imprinted in man's brain 

in scientific diction. 

*** 

entire foliage 

the creative process of blood and fat 

has changed into plastic greenery 

and poetry of Aristotle 

has lagged much behind the modern scientific 

outlook. 

*** 

the modernity,for its evidence 

· is not dependent on the

meaningless loiter in the jungle_.

a modern man

can stroke with his own hands,

and can discern.with his own eyes
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the ciculatory system in the body, 

and lick with his plastic tongue the vastness , 

shoreless stream flowing in his innerself 

�nd can chew with his plastic teeth ..

*:!<* 

to a great extent 

he can turn against the earth. 

to the emotions arisen 

from the plastic heart and mind, 

can be len� a life on the paper. 

to his own unwritten, he can 

create his own image 

from the plastic foliage, 

-o�
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The Area of Circles· -. · 

the circles you've drawn 

are not complete. 

the line of language you've drawn 

around me for probing into 

various meanings 

and the path don't pr.oceed to the soul 

from the body. 

i am not a leaf nor a branch 

which is compliant till life, 

to the waywarµ wind. 

i am the fire latent in the green bamboos 

to make wind breathless 

and to singe the form of wind. 

*** 

the line you've drawn 

has become immobile 

and the circles you've circumscribed
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squeezed from my vision 

the inclination of staring 

the vision watching carefully 

have drifted away from the beaten track, 

and have been cast off to wither. 

my entire body have i carded and spun 

so the dot should expand into 

a circle not the circle should shrink 

into a meaningless speck. 

it is -an illusion 

that every ray 

should refract at right angle, 

through the prism of life 

it can bend at zero degree, 

and does so. 

the only thing is to write Z in place of A 

and A in place of Z. 
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and enjoying the shade in the sun 

and basking in the sun in the .shape· 

veiled _in the _glassy attire , · 

to see the distorted reality. 
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Internal Tree 

whenever i 've sat under my 

internal tree i've felt the warmth, 

how much life is still breathing 

in the body. 

my own self is chasing, 

my inner being, and 

is brooding on 

the reality of illusion in front 

of my eyes. 

*** 

to hold the illusion in hand, 

i am afraid lest it should 

melt like wax 

and mingle in the shadow . 

. i may not loose my identity, 

the glowing flame of the conscious mind 

may not �e swayed by rambling mind 
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and it may not efface its ownself. 

*** 

wake up o'my mind ,what do you crave 

from the stagnant life 

and what do you expect 

from love of shadows ? 

who can spend his life time 

on his long voyage in the scorching heat · 

and swim across the ocean? 

computer mocks at 

our indolence, 

the inventer of the computer 

doesn't tarry watching the shadows. 

*** 

what is the relief 

in the hush of graves 

and who has paved his 

horn� with the ashes of the graves ? 

life is called : m·ovement 
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in the guided direction 

what will the mute tongue mutter 

astride on the steed of mind. 

stop the tongue being mute 

�o not loose hold of wander lust 

and be caught in the rambling either. 

*** 

the wind blows for ever 

tell , if the river ever becomes still 

has the sun ever Bragged about? 

patch your torn thinking, 

the mirror is mocking at me 

and telling you abou� 

food clothing and· shelter. 

*** 

the sound of the footsteps 

is being-tmpatient, and 
 . 

is wailing at losing a moment of life 

under this tree 
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if ever you heave an other breath 

then take it as taking your own life. 

*** 

wake up o'my mind ,what do you crave 

from the stagnant life 

and what do you expect· 

from love of shadows ? 

who can spend his life time 

on his long voyage in the scorching heat 

and swim.across the ocean? 
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The Brain 

man is implanting brain 

into the computer 

and is prolonging day 

and shortening night. 

*** 

when the �ind blows past 

Heroshima nd Nagasaki 

it torches its soft form . 

*** 

the smouldering womb 

of Vietnam 

is craving 

for a drop of peace, 

and the blood oozing 

from the green trees 

and the widely spread 

blazing river, 
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on which branch would the 

vision of pigeon perch? 

*** 

if all the oceans 

were to tranform into steam 

where would steam be left 

the beauty of the islands? 

sparks radiate heat 

more scorching 

than the suns, 

how would the 

soft crystalline form of the ocean 

stand all this. 

*** 

when a man 

measures its stature 

or 

watches in front of his eyes 

the blazing thatch of 
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the.huts , and derives 

malicious pleasure. 

*** 

to blast mountains 

i� a thing of the past, 

now the man is 

slicing winds, 

gripping the sky 

in his hand, 

is filling with earth 

the cavity of the upper jaw.· 

if we breathe, it would quench hunger 

man is indebting man of the debts 

of sympathy .. 

*** 

man is implanting brain 

into the computer-

and is prolonging day 

and_ shortening night. 
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To Oneself 

when a feather- clipped bird 

you tease of flight, 

you breed a sin. 

there is 

something above sin and virtue, 

nothing is there beyond 

our virtue and sin. 

*** 

we don't take a step further 

lest the tormented earth should ask 

about 

the relation of any virtue, 

and the relation of any sin. 

still 

in the pond of your village 

the lotus that is blooming 
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is like our sin 

is like your virtue. 

*** 

every new wall in your village 

which cracks 

stirs the pond 

and 

you have to accept 

you don't commit any sin 

and show any virtue. 

*** 

you wipe out the face of 

every wall. 

and now when the layers drop 

recognition begins 

the mirror seems to crac�, 

your life is at stake. 

you pick a point 
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you breed another sin, 

and slay the sin akin to virtue, 

and crush the petals of lotus, 

on your breast 

with your fist. 

*** 

it was your 

experience .. 

the time moves intermittently 

we say the stagnant 

water qm't erode the 

banks. 

*** 

when a feather- clipped bird 

you tea_se of flight, 

you breed a sin. 
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Illusion 

on the road like a whore 

when i look at 

the lengthened shadow 

that shrinks itself 

i feel i look young. 

who is going to 

play with my warm blood ? 

who would sustain 

the life- long pain for 

momentary happiness? 

*** 

many times 

standing on the threshold 

i keep on gazing if this 

house is mine? 

many times while 
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still in my own house 

·i am lost.

*** 

peeking through someone's 

pale-bluish violet scarf, 

searching someone, 

it is impossible to 

scale up the height of Himalayas. 

i �aven't broken to pieces ev_en 

after my fall. 

it is plain truth, 

even when the parts of road shatte_r, 

it doesn't say, 'no' to any one, 

it doesn't say 'no' to any one, 

how-i wish i knew the house! 

i would have gone the�e 

i would have asked the 

way to my house from the house itself. 

*** 
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on the road like a whore 

when I look at 

the lengthened shadow _ 

that srinks itself 

i feel i look young. 
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Repentance 

downcast 

i am sitting here. 

once this hearth 

was a glow with family fire, 

now fire is 

in front of me 

now to talk of the fire 

_amounts to holding 

a live coal on the tongue. 

*** 

whenever there is any 

refrence of flesh' and blood 

i laugh. 

when i utter my na.me not lips, 

words quiver. 

·people from afar come

to see the history of the past to
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present inscribed on 

the parts of by body. 

*** 

when a child 

obtrudes as a Kalyug

on the road, 

then i close the door of my house 

and grope for 

my own parts in the dark 

and piece up my parts and wail. 

·I've nothing that's complete. 

*** 

whatever is yours in me, 

i 've tried to repay you many times. 

every time i couldn't 

visualize a clear image, 

every time 

the blister on my feet 

moaned at the heat of burning coal, 
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mocked at the cool stars. 

who knew that 

after the caravan left 

some one would appear 

again for fire, 

and would always walk �ff 

leaving a trail of dust, 

for nothing,have i bee·n injuring, 

the splinters of my-life; 

for nothing have i been .. 

catching butterflies of airy hue. 

*** 

i wish to survive for some time. 

take out from me 

the element called· 'perception' 

turn me into a stone 

value my words and hush me . 

*** 



downcast 

i am sitting here, 

once this hearth 

was a glow with family fire, 

now the fire is 

in front of me 

now to talk of fire 

amounts to holding 

a live coal on the tongue. 
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My Poetry and My Mind 

why a child-like talk 

at this age 

for a moment a house was built 

and dismantled then. 

*** 

why did it perch 

on the lisping tongue 

and what happened to 

the lasting anxieties? 

if some one were to ask 

what happened 

to the house built on the sand, 

it should be ok, 

ruins are beautiful indeed 

it's not a trifling talk 

among the ruins 

there is no moment to brood about 
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to be ruined among ruins. 

*** 

my mind aspires 

i shouldn't have the same blot 

and build the same house, 

but on the lisping tonge 

the anxieties have profusely wailed 

and three quarter of my life ha.s  been 

spent nothing has happened. 

what has happened· 

tell me, 

which limb !Jave i stroked 

what did i say and 

which fire have i swallowed? 

***

my verse and 

my sentiments

do not come in the way

i may not wait for you
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and bask 

in the warmth of your words 

perhaps you don't know 

that after you had gone 

how long i am not within myself 

when i stare at my head 

i feel i don't have feet 

and when i stare at my feet 

i can't find my feet. 

*** 

and here in the 

short span Qf life, 

it 's difficult to endure any more 

and on the top of it 

it 's not long you had left 

o, you thought of my childhood 

revisiting your home in this way 

and then leaving ! 

I don't know 
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how does it behove you ! 

forget about childhood, 

it is left far behind 

that house of sand, 

was built and collapsed 

scattered is, all that sandy structure 

o,you swift flow of my poesy 

i am 

swept way in your flow 

all that i owned has swept away ! 
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The. Sentinel 

i am the sentinel 

of the village buried underneath 

the foundations of the city, 

never could i sleep at night 

for i have been on the vigil, 

nor could i sleep during the day 

i've been sleepless all my life,i say. 

i slept while the village was awake, 

took care of the herds of their cattle 

for custody sake. 

i don't know how 

the city intruded into the village, 

and like the shad<;>w of 

peepal and bohar trees, 

sprouted from rural tomb 

spread all over. 

*** 
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devoured the fine features of 

the village , 

the tongues of tr:ees,birds , animals nibbled 

and its pristine nature shattered 

and the stream 

meandering through the village dried, 

the water of village wells and 

narrow wells turned into stone. 

*** 

cadences of conch -shells and 

the divine melodies emanating from 

the shrines at dawn, strangled, 

gulped down the gatherings 

held under the shady peepal tree, 

the rural hustle outraged 

and else poked flames 

into the panorama of green foliage 

and 

on the rustic lush green breast 

stony jungles grown. 

the source of my sustenance, 
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the city has swallowed. 

while vigilant yet unaware i was, 

how the town 

merged into the village. 

in the pitch dark,the sentinal 

stumbled on a bone and 

down he fell, 

the bone spoke," fo r the existence of the 

village which you guard, recover from inside, 

to realize the truth and know , 

the city has broken into the village 

from out side or 

the clue of the breach came 

from within ." 

**** 

the guard peeped within 

and never returned, 

vanquished by his own found truth 

he breathed his last breath 
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still at midnight his voice 

echoes: 

"our robber is within
., 

no where else, 

the need is to see within, 

the need is to see within." 

-0-
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